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The Numerical Features of the Book of Genesis 
A New Approach to its Compositional Structure 
Please read the Introduction to the Project 
Part V, Genesis 25,12-35,29 The Toledoth of Ishmael and Isaac 
Genesis 25,12-18  The Toledoth of Ishmael 
Vss Texts Words Letters  Sum words P/S Contents Highlighted 
1 Gen 25,12 12 50  12  The 12 sons of Ishmael, the son of 
2 Gen 25,13 12 57  24  Abraham and Hagar: their grand- 
3 Gen 25,14 3 14  27  children. A rudimentary genealogy. 
4 Gen 25,15 5+ 21  32  There is no evident reason why 
5 Gen 25,16 12=17 53  44  vs15-16 have 17 words. 
6 Gen 25,17 15 59  59   
7 Gen 25,18 15 53/307  74/74 P  
Observation 1 The rudimentary genealogy in 25,12-18, dealing with the grandchildren of 
Abraham and his concubine Hagar, as well as the death of their son Ishmael at the age of 137 years, 
constitutes the first part of the inclusion surrounding the Toledoth of Isaac together with the 
rudimentary genealogy in 35,22b-29, dealing with the children of Jacob and with the death of Isaac at 
the age of 180 years. Its function seems to be an intermezzo before the Toledoth of Isaac. 
Genesis 25,19-35,29  The Toledoth of Isaac 
The fact that the Toledoth of Isaac has originally 364 (14x26) verses means that, on the level of 
verses, the entire text is governed by the divine name number 26. However, for good reasons the 
Masoretes created an extra verse by splitting 35,22, achieving 365 verses – see Observation 4 in The 
Prologue. Whatever the case may be, the passage has been designed as a separate literary entity, 
which has been finalized and sealed by the 78 (3x26) occurrences of the name YHWH. Additionally, 
272 of the 365 verses (74%) and 3426 of the 4942 words (69%) are highlighted by 17 and 26.  
Contrary to the situation in Part IV (Genesis 11,27-25,11), where the layout markers P and S have 
proved to be a great help to determine the architecture of the text, because they consistently 
function there as demarcating devices, the compositional structure of the Toledoth of Isaac is hard te 
ascertain. In some cases the P and S do not indicate a break between two literary units, but serve 
only to draw attention to a certain section of the text within a literary unit.    
In the table below I have marked the two layout markers, of which I think that they do not have a 
demarcating  function, in green (after 26,35 and 33,20). What emerges on this basis is seven 
coherent sections in terms of content. Strikingly, only one of them is in its entirety governed by a 
divine name number: Section VI, 33,18-34,31, which has 34 verses and 459 (27x17) words. 
 Section I    25,19-34     Esau and Jacob: their birth and youth      P 196 
 Section II   26,1-33       Isaac’s stay in Gerar and Beer-Sheba      S 444 
 Section III  26,34-28,9 Jacob obtains Esau’s blessing 
26,34-35 Esau marries two Hittite women     S   12 
   27,1-28,9 Isaac is deceived: Jacob is blessed    S 770 (70x11) 
Section IV  28,10-32,3 Jacob on his way to Haran and his sojourn with Laban    P 2021 
 Section V   32,4-33,17 Jacob, now called Israel, is confronted with Esau    S 652 
 Section VI  33,18-34,31 Jacob at Shechem, where his daughter Dinah is raped 
33,18-20  Jacob obtains land at Shechem     S    
34,1-31    The rape of Dinah      P 459 (27x17) 
Section VII 35,1-29 Jacob revisits Bethel; the death of Rachel and Isaac 
§1: 35,1-8       Jacob dwells in Bethel and visits Luz    P 
    §2: 35,9-22a   God gives his blessing to Jacob    P   
    §3: 35,22b-29 Jacob’s children and the death of Isaac  P 378 
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In order to make the material surveyable, I shall present the logotechnical analyses of the seven 
Sections separately. What is significant in the continuous counting will be noted. 
Section I  25,19-34 Esau and Jacob: their birth and youth 
Verses Texts Words Letters  Sum wrds P/S I Esau and Jacob: their birth and youth 
1 Gen 25,19 9+ 36  9  § 1 The birth of the twins: Esau & Jacob 
2 Gen 25,20 18+ 67  27  No less than 14 of the 16 verses (88%) 
3 Gen 25,21 14+ 54 1-2 41  and 171 of the 196 words (87%) are  
4 Gen 25,22 13+ 49 3 54  highlighted by 17 and 26.  
5 Gen 25,23 16+ 65 4 70  For the story of the birth of Esau and 
6 Gen 25,24 6+ 27  76  Jacob (vs 19-26) 102 (6x17) words are  
7 Gen 25,25 9+ 39  85  used, by which it is strongly highlighted. 
8 Gen 25,26 17=102(6x17) 62  102   
9 Gen 25,27 14+ 52  116  § 2  The youth of the twins 
10 Gen 25,28 11+ 38  127  In the story of their youth (vs 27-34) it is 
11 Gen 25,29 9=34+ 32  136  only vs 33-34 that are not highlighted. 
12 Gen 25,30 18=52(2x26) 59  154  However, vs 19-33, 182 (7x26) words are 
13 Gen 25,31 7+ 26  161  used for the description of the events  
14 Gen 25,32 10=17 35  171  until Esau has sold his birthright. 
15 Gen 25,33 11 44  182   
16 Gen 25,34 14 56  196 P  
16 25,19-34 196 741 4x 196   






















































































































































































Observation 1  The narrative sections (139 words), including the introductions to the speeches (14 
words), have altogether 153 (9x17) words. Esau speaks 17 words. The special emphasis on Esau’s 
words is to express God’s presence in this important event. 
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Section II  26,1-33  Isaac’s stay in Gerar and Beer-Sheba 
Vss Texts Words Lett.  Sum words P/S II Isaac in Gerar and Beer-Sheba 
1 Gen 26,1 17 69  17  §1  YHWH appears to Isaac in Gerar 
2 Gen 26,2 12 45 1 29   
3 Gen 26,3 21 82  50   
4 Gen 26,4 16+ 68  66  He promises to multiply Isaac’s offspring. 
5 Gen 26,5 10=26 45  76/76   
6 Gen 26,6 3+ 12  79  The episode of how Abimelech protected  
7 Gen 26,7 21+ 81  100  Rebecca from being ‘taken’ by other men,   
8 Gen 26,8 19+ 73  119  up to the point that he rebukes Isaac for his 
9 Gen 26,9 20+ 78  139  irresponsible behaviour, is highlighted by 
10 Gen 26,10 15=78(3x26) 55  154  78 (3x26) words. 
11 Gen 26,11 12 45  166   
12 Gen 26,12 11 49 2 177   
13 Gen 26,13 9 31  186   
14 Gen 26,14 11+ 44  197  Due to Isaac’s wealth and his numerous 
15 Gen 26,15 13+ 57  210  flocks and herds, Abimelech regards him 
16 Gen 26,16 10=34(2x17) 37  220  as a menace and sends him away (14-16). 
17 Gen 26,17 8+ 28  228  The episode of the quarrel between the 
18 Gen 26,18 24+ 97  252  herdsmen of Gerar and those of Isaac 
19 Gen 26,19 9+ 36  261  over the wells and how it is resolved, 
20 Gen 26,20 16+ 57  277  is highlighted, by the fact that the text is  
21 Gen 26,21 9+ 37  286  made up of 85 (5x17) words. 
22 Gen 26,22 19=85(5x17) 75 3 305   
23 Gen 26,23 4+ 13  309  Isaac’s sojourn in Beer-Sheba:  
24 Gen 26,24 22=26 92 4 331  YHWH promises to bless him and to 
25 Gen 26,25 14+ 49 5 345  multiply his descendants. Isaac  reacted  
26 Gen 26,26 9+ 39  354  by building an altar and calling on God’s 
27 Gen 26,27 11=34(2x17) 49  365  name and pitching his tent there. 
28 Gen 26,28 17 71 6 382  The inhabitants offer him friendship. 
29 Gen 26,29 18 68 7 400   
30 Gen 26,30 5 22  405   
31 Gen 26,31 10 49  415   
32 Gen 26,32 17 65  432  Isaac’s servants have found water! 
33 Gen 26,33 12 37  444 P  
33 26,1-33 444 1755 7x 444   
Observation 2  The highlighting of specific sections of the text is self-explanatory. The unity of 
the text is underscored by the string of 7 occurrences of the name YHWH. 










































































































































































































































































































































Observation 3  The first verse has 17 words. YHWH’s second speech (with introduction) is made 
up of 17 words. The words devoted to the dialogues of Isaac and his servants amount to 34 (2x17).  








Section III  26,34-28,9 Jacob obtains Esau’s rightful blessing 
From a logotechnical point of view, §1, dealing with Esau’s marriage to the two Hittite women, 
clearly stands apart from the story of how Jacob robs Esau of his birthright (27,1-28,9). Its purpose in 
the storyline is to prelude as a cliffhanger on that story and especially to show Esau in a bad light. 
Note that it also functions as an inclusion together with 27,46, where the Hittite women are 
mentioned again, and with 28,8-9, the reference to Esau’s second marriage: to Ishmael’s daughter. 
The three references to Esau’s marriages appear to have been used to structure the text! 
In terms of content, §2, the story of how Jacob obtains, with the help of his mother, the rightful 
blessing of Esau. It is without any doubt designed as a distinct literary unit, of which 51 of its 59 
verses (86%) and 677 of its 792 words (85%) are governed by 17 and 26.  
Overview of the texts, words, letters and the occurrences of the Name YHWH 
Vss Texts Words Letters  Sum words P/S III Jacob obtains Esau’s blessing 
1 Gen 26,34 17 60  17  §1 Isaac deceived: Jacob is blessed 
2 Gen 26,35 5 23  22 S The S directs attention to what follows. 
3 Gen 27,1 18+ 70  40   
4 Gen 27,2 8=26 29  48   
5 Gen 27,3 11 39  59  With the exception of 4 verses, the  
6 Gen 27,4 13 56  72  whole text telling how Rebecca  
7 Gen 27,5 13+ 48  85  schemes to deceive Isaac (vs 1-17) 
8 Gen 27,6 15+ 53  100  is highlighted by 17 and 26. 
9 Gen 27,7 12+ 50 1 112  That means 15 of the 19 verses (79%) 
10 Gen 27,8 8+ 28  120  and 188 of the 227 words (83%) are 
11 Gen 27,9 17+ 59  137  especially focused on in this way. 
12 Gen 27,10 8+ 34  145   
13 Gen 27,11 13+ 43  158   
14 Gen 27,12 11+ 50  169   
15 Gen 27,13 12+ 37  181   
16 Gen 27,14 10=119(7x17) 40  191   
17 Gen 27,15 16+ 57  207   
18 Gen 27,16 10=26 40  217   
19 Gen 27,17 10 37  227/227   
20 Gen 27,18 10+ 35  237  §2 Rebecca’s plans are executed 
21 Gen 27,19 19+ 75  256  The next phase in the story (vs 18-29) 
22 Gen 27,20 15+ 53 2 271  about the successful execution of 
23 Gen 27,21 14+ 44  285  Rebecca’s plan to deceive Isaac: Jacob 
24 Gen 27,22 13+ 51  298  is blessed instead of Esau, is made up 
25 Gen 27,23 10+ 39  308  of 156 (6x26) words. 
26 Gen 27,24 7+ 24  315   
27 Gen 27,25 16+ 60  331   
28 Gen 27,26 9+ 31  340  The ritual of the blessing scene: Isaac’s   
29 Gen 27,27 17(=26)+ 63 3 357  invitation to come near and kiss him, 
30 Gen 27,28 10+ 41  367  consists of 52 words 26+26. The  
31 Gen 27,29 16=156(6x26) 70  383/156  blessing itself (27b-29) has 34 words. 
32 Gen 27,30 20 70  403  §3 Esau tries to obtain his blessing 
33 Gen 27,31 16 67  419  Esau prepares a meal for Isaac in order 
34 Gen 27,32 11 38  430  to obtain his rightful blessing, but he 
35 Gen 27,33 22 80  452/69  hears that Jacob has been blessed. 
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36 Gen 27,34 17+ 62  469  § 4 Esau’s reaction to the deception 
37 Gen 27,35 6+ 25  475   
38 Gen 27,36 20+ (=26) 75  495   
39 Gen 27,37 22+ 83  517   
40 Gen 27,38 17+ 57  534  The entire text is governed by the  
41 Gen 27,39 13+ 54  547  divine name number 17, because it is  
42 Gen 27,40 13+ (=26) 50  560  composed of 187 (11x17) words. 
43 Gen 27,41 20+ 73  580   
44 Gen 27,42 20+ 78  600   
45 Gen 27,43 11+ 35  611   
46 Gen 27,44 9+ 33  620   
47 Gen 27,45 19=187(11x17) 65  639/187   
48 Gen 27,46 21+ 74  660  §5  Isaac sends Jacob to Haran 
49 Gen 28,1 14+ 53  674   
50 Gen 28,2 16+ 52  690   
51 Gen 28,3 9+ 36  699  The entire text is governed by the  
52 Gen 28,4 16+ 60  715  divine name number 17, because it is  
53 Gen 28,5 17+ 60  732  composed of 153 (9x17) words. 
54 Gen 28,6 25+ 85  757   
55 Gen 28,7 9+ 32  766   
56 Gen 28,8 9+ 34  775   
57 Gen 28,9 17=153(9x17) 61  792/153 S  
57 27,1-28,9 770 (70x11)  2870     
59 26,34-28,9 792 2931 3x    
Observation 4  The number of words in the story of how Rebecca deceived Isaac in order to let 
Jacob obtain Esau’s rightful blessing is conspicuous: 770 is 70 times 11 the number of fulfilment. In 
my opinion it was deliberately chosen to symbolically express the fulfilment  of YHWH’s promise to 
Rebecca that “the elder shall serve the younger” (Gen 25,23). For a deep-drilling analysis of the story 
of the twins Jacob and Esau the reader is referred to the dissertation of Benedikt Hensel, 
DieVertauschung des Erstgeburtssegens in der Genesis (BZAW 423), 2011, pp 135-182. I may only 
mention the menorah pattern of the episode about the deception of Isaac by Rebecca and the 
struggle of Jacob and Esau for hegemony in 27,1-28,5. The episode  is composed of seven scenes in 
which it is always two persons who act together in a scene: 
 Scene 1  27,1-5      Isaac and Esau 
   Scene 2  27,6-17     Rebecca and Jacob 
    Scene 3   27,18-29    Jacob and Isaac    156 (6x26) words 
      Scene 4   27,30-40    Esau and Isaac     
     Scene 5  27,41-45    Rebecca and Jacob 
  Scene 6   27,46        Rebecca and Isaac 
 Scene 7  28,1-5     Isaac and Jacob 
J. Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis, Assen 1975, pp 102f, finds six scenes, in my opinion 
mistakenly, because he does not consider Rebecca’s complaint in 27,46 a distinct scene:  
A    Isaac and Esau (vs 1-5)                             A'   Isaac and Esau (vs 31-40) 
B    Rebecca and Jacob (vs 6-17)                    B'   Rebecca en Jacob (vs 42-45) 
C    Isaac and Jacob (vs 18-30)                        C'   Isaac en Jacob (v 46, 28,1-5) 
Scene 4, in which Isaac gives Esau an appropriate blessing, occupies pride of place at the centre of 
the heptad structure. This is obviously to indicate symbollically that Esau is not set aside but 
recognized as a legitimate issue of Isaac in his own right, but on a different level than Jacob, who has 
become the real successor of Isaac in Abraham’s lineage. Jacob’s pre-eminent position is numerically 
highlighted by the fact that Scene 3, in which Isaac blesses him, 27,18-29, is composed of 156 (6x26) 
words, which stresses its importance! It is in fact, the only scene highlighted in this way.  
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Vs 26-29 have altogether 52 (2x26) words, while the blessing as such (vs 27b, excluding the 
introduction) is made up of 34 (2x17) words –see the table below. 
Let us now explore the Hebrew text of §2 in order to detect the numerical features of the dialogues. 
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Observation 5  In 28,6b the narrative refers to the fact that Isaac warned Jacob not to marry a 
Canaanite woman; in this context Isaac’s words are quoted, not actually spoken by him.  
In 27b-29 the blessing speech by Isaac is highlighted by its 34 (2x17) words.  
Special emphasis is laid on all the words spoken by Esau, 52 (2x26), and the words devoted to his 
speaking, 68 (4x17). Since the multiples of 26 and 17 signify YHWH’s presence in the events 
described in the text, this is another way to symbolically express YHWH’s approval of Esau’s position. 
Observation 6  The passage dealing with Rebecca’s scheming to deceive Isaac, 27,5-14, has 119 
(7x17) words and 442 (17x26) letters!  
The execution of her plans, 27,18-29, has 156 (6x26) words. 
The story of Esau’s reaction to the deception, 27,34-45, is highlighted by 187 (11x17) words. 
The concluding passage of Section III, 27,46-28,9, which begins with Esau’s first marriage (27,46) and 
ends with his second (28,9) – a clear inclusion - is also highlighted by its 153 (9x17) words.  
In sum, all events described in Section III are presented as approved and sanctioned by God through 
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Section IV  28,10-32,3 Jacob’s journey to Haran and his sojourn with Laban 
Vss Texts Words Letters  Sum words P/S IV Jacob on his way to Laban 
1 Gen 28,10 6+ 23 
 
6  §1 Jacob’s nightly dream at Bethel 
2 Gen 28,11 15+ 63  21   
3 Gen 28,12 14+ 60  35  YHWH’s promise to Jacob that he will 
4 Gen 28,13 20+ 79 1-2 55  give this land to him and his offspring  
5 Gen 28,14 15+ 65  70  and that he will be with him, is brought 
6 Gen 28,15 22+ 78  92  into the focus of attention by the fact 
7 Gen 28,16 12+ 48 3 104  that the passage has 119 (7x17) words. 
8 Gen 28,17 15=119(7x17) 52  119/119   
9 Gen 28,18 16 59 
 
135  § 2 Jacob’s reaction to God’s promise 
10 Gen 28,19 12 43  147   
11 Gen 28,20 20 75  167  Why was this specific passage not 
12 Gen 28,21 9 34 4 176  highlighted by 17 or 26? This is most 
13 Gen 28,22 15 54  191/72  significant, in light of §§1, 3, 10, and 12! 
14 Gen 29,1 7+ 27 
 
198  § 3 Jacob goes East and meets Rachel 
15 Gen 29,2 22+ 80  220   
16 Gen 29,3 20+ 73  240  The entire paragraph is governed by  
17 Gen 29,4 9+ 37  249  its 156 (6x26) words. 
18 Gen 29,5 9+ 36  258   
19 Gen 29,6 12+ 44  270   
20 Gen 29,7 13+ 46  283   
21 Gen 29,8 16=+ 61  299   
22 Gen 29,9 12+ 41  311   
23 Gen 29,10 29+ 91  340   
24 Gen 29,11 7=156(6x26) 25  347/156   
25 Gen 29,12 14+ 49 
 
361  § 4 Jacob meets Laban and his daughters 
26 Gen 29,13 23+ 86  384   
27 Gen 29,14 11+ 38  395  Except for the last two verses, the whole  
28 Gen 29,15 12+ 47  407  text is governed by 26 and 17. 
29 Gen 29,16 9+ 33  416  The paragraph consists of 11 verses. 
30 Gen 29,17 9=78(3x26) 34  425  This is significant because it corresponds  
31 Gen 29,18 11+ 43  436  with the total number of words, 132,  
32 Gen 29,19 12+ 40  448  which is a multiple of 11 (12x11). 
33 Gen 29,20 11=34(2x17) 50  459  The number of fulfilment seems to have  
34 Gen 29,21 12 42  471  been used deliberately to signify the 
35 Gen 29,22 8 29  479/132(12x11)  fulfilment of Jacob’s search for a wife. 
36 Gen 29,23 11 39  490  § 5 Why Jacob had to marry two sisters  
37 Gen 29,24 9 31  499   
38 Gen 29,25 18 64  517   
39 Gen 29,26 10+ 42  527  Laban explains the custom regarding 
40 Gen 29,27 16=26 54  543  the right of the first-born girl: So Jacob has 
41 Gen 29,28 13 41  556  to marry Leah first and then Rachel. 
42 Gen 29,29 9 32  565   
43 Gen 29,30 15 50  580/101   
44 Gen 29,31 10 37 
5 
590  § 6 Leah and the maids bear eight sons 
45 Gen 29,32 17 61 6 607  Leah’s joy over the birth of Reuben. 
46 Gen 29,33 19 63 7 626  This is emphasized because it will make 
47 Gen 29,34 20 66  646  Rachel jealous – see 30,1. 
48 Gen 29,35 16 57 8 662/82   
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49 Gen 30,1 19 66 
 
681   
50 Gen 30,2 13+ 47  694  Rachel allows Bilhah to bear a child for  
51 Gen 30,3 13=26 47  707  Jacob ‘upon her knees’: 26 words. 
52 Gen 30,4 9 33  716   
53 Gen 30,5 5 19  721   
54 Gen 30,6 15 48  736   
55 Gen 30,7 9 32  745   
56 Gen 30,8 12 51  757   
57 Gen 30,9 13+ 48  770  Leah gives Zilpah to Jacob as a wife, who 
58 Gen 30,10 6+ 22  776  bears him two sons: Gad and Naphtali. 
59 Gen 30,11 7=26 23  783   It is brought into the focus of attention 
60 Gen 30,12 7+ 25  790  by 26 and 17 words. 
61 Gen 30,13 10=17 38  800/138   
62 Gen 30,14 22 80  822  § 7 The birth of three sons and Dinah 
63 Gen 30,15 20 72  842  Once again 11 verses, but 144 words. 
64 Gen 30,16 20+ 79  862  Leah seduces Jacob and she bears him  
65 Gen 30,17 9+ 35  871  two sons, Issachar and Zebulon, as well as  
66 Gen 30,18 12+ 50  883  a daughter, Dinah. 
67 Gen 30,19 7+ 24  890   
68 Gen 30,20 19+ 72  909  God opens rachel’s womb and she bears 
69 Gen 30,21 7+ 24  916  Jacob a son, Joseph. 
70 Gen 30,22 10+ 40  926  The birth of these four children is strongly 
71 Gen 30,23 8+ 30  934  emphasized by the 102 (6x17) words. 
72 Gen 30,24 10=102(6x17) 32 9 944/144(12x12)  Until now 12 children have been born! 
73 Gen 30,25 15 58  959  § 8 Laban urges Jacob to stay longer 
74 Gen 30,26 17+ 59  976  Except for the first verse, the entire text 
75 Gen 30,27 12+ 50 10 988  is governed by multiples of 17 and 26. 
76 Gen 30,28 5=34(2x17) 21  993  Laban feels that God has blessed him 
77 Gen 30,29 12+ 43  1005  because of Jacob, so he wants him to stay. 
78 Gen 30,30 18+ 64 11 1023  The rest of the story deals with the way in  
79 Gen 30,31 19+ 65  1042  which Jacob obtains a great flock. 
80 Gen 30,32 19+ 69  1061   
81 Gen 30,33 21+ 79  1082   
82 Gen 30,34 6+ 20  1088   
83 Gen 30,35 22+ 88  1110   
84 Gen 30,36 13=130(5x26) 49  1123/179   
85 Gen 30,37 17 66  1140  § 9 How Jacob grows exceedingly rich 
86 Gen 30,38 17+ 73  1157  Jacob’s peeling of the rods to multiply his  
87 Gen 30,39 9=26 42  1166  flocks is brought into the limelight. 
88 Gen 30,40 21 74  1187   
89 Gen 30,41 14 63  1201   
90 Gen 30,42 9 43  1210   
91 Gen 30,43 12 52  1222   
92 Gen 31,1 19+ 66  1241  Laban does not regard Jacob with favour, 
93 Gen 31,2 10+ 38  1251  So he summoned his wives  to tell them 
94 Gen 31,3 11+ 45 12 1262  That God has advised him to return to the 
95 Gen 31,4 8+ 33  1270  land of his fathers. Moreover, God did not  
96 Gen 31,5 16+ 58  1286  permit their father to harm him; on the  
97 Gen 31,6 8+ 30  1294  contrary, God has blessed him: 85 words. 
98 Gen 31,7 13=85(5x17) 52  1307   
99 Gen 31,8 20 75  1327   
100 Gen 31,9 7 26  1334   
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101 Gen 31,10 16 68  1350   
102 Gen 31,11 8+ 35  1358  Jacob relates his religious experience in 
103 Gen 31,12 21+ 75  1379  which God’s angel advises him to leave  
104 Gen 31,13 23=52(2x26) 72  1402  for the land of his birth. 
105 Gen 31,14 11 44  1413   
106 Gen 31,15 11 43  1424   
107 Gen 31,16 17 63  1441  The end of his wives’ 34-word speech.  
108 Gen 31,17 9+ 33  1450  The story how Rachel has stolen her  
109 Gen 31,18 21+ 73  1471  father’s household gods and how Jacob  
110 Gen 31,19 11+ 41  1482  outwits Laban by not telling him that he  
111 Gen 31,20 13+ 40  1495  intended to flee, which he does with all  
112 Gen 31,21 14=68(4x17) 48  1509/386  his belongings by crossing the Euphrates. 
113 Gen 31,22 7+ 27 
 
1516  § 10 Laban persues Jacob with success 
114 Gen 31,23 13+ 50  1529  For the third time 11 verses, the number  
115 Gen 31,24 18+ 61  1547  of fulfilment! Compare §§ 3 and 7. 
116 Gen 31,25 15+ 51  1562   
117 Gen 31,26 13+ 50  1575  Through its 153 (9x17) words the whole 
118 Gen 31,27 13+ 55  1588  paragraph is governed by the number 17. 
119 Gen 31,28 8+ 34  1596   
120 Gen 31,29 20+ 66  1616   
121 Gen 31,30 12+ 44  1628   
122 Gen 31,31 13+ 49  1641   
123 Gen 31,32 21=153(9x17) 66  1662/153   
124 Gen 31,33 17 64 
 
1679  § 11 Laban upbraided by Jacob  
125 Gen 31,34 16 59  1695   
126 Gen 31,35 21 73  1716  The only thing that is highlighted (v 33) is  
127 Gen 31,36 15 57  1731  Laban’s insolent behaviour: the violation  
128 Gen 31,37 18 60  1749  of Jacob’s privacy by entering  his tents. 
129 Gen 31,38 13 49  1762   
130 Gen 31,39 12 52  1774   
131 Gen 31,40 9 39  1783   
132 Gen 31,41 19 76  1802   
133 Gen 31,42 22 80  1824/162   
134 Gen 31,43 26+ 97 
 
1850  § 12 Laban and Jacob make a covenant 
135 Gen 31,44 10+ 39  1860   
136 Gen 31,45 5+ 21  1865  The first verse has 26 words and the last 
137 Gen 31,46 13+ 53  1878  17 words, while the entire paragraph 
138 Gen 31,47 9+ 33  1887  is highlighted by its 104 (4x26) words, 
139 Gen 31,48 13+ 43  1900  which symbolically signifies God’s 
140 Gen 31,49 11+ 42 13 1911  approval of the covenant. 
141 Gen 31,50 17=104(4x26) 57  1928/104   
142 Gen 31,51 12 48 
 
1940  § 13 Laban and Jacob swear and depart 
143 Gen 31,52 25 79  1965   
144 Gen 31,53 13 59  1978  Nothing highlighted! 
145 Gen 31,54 12 50  1990   
146 Gen 32,1 12 55  2002   
147 Gen 32,2 7 31  2009   
148 Gen 32,3 12 48  2021/93 P  
148 28,10-32,3 2021 7512 13x    
Observation 7  In section IV  86 of the 148 verses (58%) and 1270 of the 2021 words (63%) are 
governed by the numbers 17 and 26 The name YHWH is woven 13x into the text, which divides into 
13 paragraphs. However, there is more to it – see below Observation 7.  
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cited, not  
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Note that the 
conversation 
between the  
angel and 
Jacob is part 






































































































































































































































Since the introductions to the speeches (in total 127 words) appeared to have  
















































































































































Observation 8   Special care has been taken to weave the divine name numbers as much as 
possible into the speeches and the narrative sections in order to express God’s presence in the words 
spoken by the characters and in the events described in the text. Here is an overview: 
God speaks 52 (2x26) words in 28,13-15, another 7 in 31,3 and 9 in 31,24, altogether 68 (4x17). 
Laban’s speeches amount to 234 (9x26) words. 
Jacob speaks 78 (3x26) words in 31,5-10 and 52 (2x26, with 182 [7x26] letters) in 31,11-13 . 
Rachel speaks 34 (2x17) words in 30,1-8 and altogether 34 (2x17) in the rest of the story. 
The duo, Leah and Rachel, speak (plural) 34 (2x17) words (with 130 [5x26] letters) in 31,14-16. 
The words in the narrative of 28,10-22, Jacob’s dream at Bethel, amount to 78 (3x26). 
The narrative parts of the birth of Dinah and Joseph in 30,21-24 are made up of 26 words (17+9). 
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Section V   32,4-33,17 Jacob and Esau meet: their reconciliation  
Vss Texts Words Letters  Sum words P/S Contents and Structure 
1 Gen 32,4 11 44  11  § 1 Jacob sends a message to Esau 
2 Gen 32,5 17+ 59  28   Jacob’s message and the servants’  
3 Gen 32,6 13+ 54  41  report that Esau is on his way to meet 
4 Gen 32,7 17=47=Jacob 64  58  him are made up of 47 words! See 
5 Gen 32,8 17 63  75  Observation 9 below. Jacob’s fear for 
6 Gen 32,9 12 50  87/87  Esau is highlighted: 17 words. 
7 Gen 32,10 16+ 70 1** 103  § 2 Jacob prays for deliverance 
8 Gen 32,11 19+ 75  122  He reminds God of the steadfast love 
9 Gen 32,12 16=51(3x17) 51  138  for him in the past and his promises. 
10 Gen 32,13 14 50  152/65   
11 Gen 32,14 11 40  163  § 3 Jacob sends gifts to his brother 
12 Gen 32,15 8 41  171  He sends altogether 520 (20x26)  
13 Gen 32,16 12 60  183  cud-chewing animals and 30 donkeys.* 
14 Gen 32,17 17 64  200  The first part of Jacob’s instructions 
15 Gen 32,18 17 63  217  is highlighted by 17+17 words. 
16 Gen 32,19 12 51  229   
17 Gen 32,20 21 75  250  * Altogether 550 animals. This is 10x 55, 
18 Gen 32,21 20 78  270  the square number of 10, symbolically 
19 Gen 32,22 9 36  279/127  the highest possible number of beasts. 
20 Gen 32,23 18+ 65  297  § 4 Jacob’s encounter with a Man 
21 Gen 32,24 8=26 29  305  The wrestling episode (vs 23-27) is 
22 Gen 32,25 9+ 34  314  specifically brought into the focus of 
23 Gen 32,26 14+ 46  328  attention by its 60 words, divided into 
24 Gen 32,27 11=34(2x17) 41  339  26 + 34 (2x17). See Observation 9. 
25 Gen 32,28 6 23  345  The total number of words spoken by  
26 Gen 32,29 16 56  361  the Man amount to 26, which signifies   
27 Gen 32,30 14 52  375  God’s presence in the wrestling event. 
28 Gen 32,31 13 52  388   
29 Gen 32,32 11+ 38  399  The aetiological explanation of the 
30 Gen 32,33 23=34(2x17)/47 71  422/143  tabu on the sciatic muscle: 34 words. 
31 Gen 33,1 21 76  443  § 5 The twin brothers are reconciled 
32 Gen 33,2 15+ 63  458  Jacob puts the women and the children 
33 Gen 33,3 11=26/47 43  469  first; he goes ahead and bows 7 times.  
34 Gen 33,4 9 42  478  For 47, see Observation 9 below. 
35 Gen 33,5 19+ 71  497  Jacob introduces the women and their 
36 Gen 33,6 5+ 29  502  children to Esau as a divine gift; 
37 Gen 33,7 10=34(2x17) 44  512  whereupon all of them bow low.  
38 Gen 33,8 13 47  525   
39 Gen 33,9 10 27  535   
40 Gen 33,10 21+ 77  556  Jacob urges Esau to accept his princely 
41 Gen 33,11 17+ 51  573  gift and Esau accepts.  
42 Gen 33,12 5+ 24  578  They decide to start on their journey; 
43 Gen 33,13 17+ 67  595  Jacob asks Esau to go ahead of him 
44 Gen 33,14 20+ 79  615  while he will travel slowly in the wake 
45 Gen 33,15 16+ 54  631  of the caravan in order not to overdrive 
46 Gen 33,16 6=102(6x17) 25  637  the flocks and herds: 102 (6x17) words. 
47 Gen 33,17 15 52 1x 652/230 S  
47 32,4-33,17 652 2466  652  **The 153
rd
 occurrence of  in 1-35. 
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Observation 9  Strikingly enough, § 4, the episode of Jacob’s nightly encounter with the Man is 
made up of 11 verses, the number of fulfilment, which symbolizes in this case the realisation of the 
change of Jacob’s name into Israel. § 5, the episode of the reconciliation of the brothers is composed 
of 17 verses, which symbolically signifies the presence of God in this momentous event. The divine 
name is to be found only once (32,10), in Jacob’s prayer for deliverance from the hand of his brother.  
 Observation 10  It is not surprising to find that Section V as a whole (32,4-33,17), Jacob’s 
initiatives to meet his brother, the change of his name into Israel announced by the Man, and the 
reconciliation with Esau, is made up of 47 verses, the number which represents the numerical value 
of the name : 10+16+19+2=47. Note that 32,5-7 and 32,31-33 as well as 33,1-3 are conspicuously 
made up of 47 words, all three of which may be interpreted as signifying Jacob’s ‘signature’. 
In terms of verses and words, 32 of the 47 verses (68%) and 392 of the 652 words (60%) are 
governed by 17 and 26. *The 153rd occurrence of YHWH in Chapters 1-35 is to be found in 32,10!  
The wrestling episode (32,23-27) is meticulously structured by the atnach into a chiastic pattern: 
 Vs 23-24 18a +   8b = 26 
 Vs 25-27 16a + 18b = 34 
 Vs 23-27 34a + 26b = 60. 
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Observation 11  The words spoken by the Man in the wrestling episode amount in total to 25. 
One wonders why not 26 which signifies God’s presence in the event? It is important to note that it is 
not explicitly said that it is God who wrestles with Jacob: the Man acts on God’s behalf, as his agent.  
Jacob speaks altogether 17 words, which can only mean: God is with Jacob! This is perfectly in line 
with the fact that Jacob speaks in total 260 words and together with Esau (29) 289 (17x17)! 
The narrative sections have altogether 326 words precisely as all the dialogues (289+12+25=326).  
Section VI  33,18-34,31 Jacob at Shechem, where his daughter Dinah is raped 
Vss Texts Words Letters  Sum words P/S Contents and Structure 
1 Gen 33,18 15+ 52  15  § 1 Jacob at Shechem: Dinah is raped 
2 Gen 33,19 15+ 51  30   
3 Gen 33,20 8+ 28  38 S The S directs special attention to the  
4 Gen 34,1 10+ 39  48  rape of Dinah by Shechem, Hamor’s son. 
5 Gen 34,2 13+ 48  61  Being deeply attracted to Dinah, the boy 
6 Gen 34,3 12+ 44  73  urges Hamor to get him this girl for a wife. 
7 Gen 34,4 12=85(5x17) 41  85/85   
8 Gen 34,5 16 55  101  § 2  Her brothers and Hamor negotiate 
9 Gen 34,6 8 27  109   
10 Gen 34,7 22 81  131   
11 Gen 34,8 14 49  145   
12 Gen 34,9 9+ 40  154  Hamor suggests that they intermarry and 
13 Gen 34,10 9+ 41  163  that Dinah’s family may settle there. 
14 Gen 34,11 13+ 49  176  The bridal payment appears to be that all 
15 Gen 34,12 14+ 50  190  Shechemite males should be circumcised. 
16 Gen 34,13 15+ 55  205   
17 Gen 34,14 18=78(3x26) 64  223   
18 Gen 34,15 11 35  234   
19 Gen 34,16 13 53  247   
20 Gen 34,17 9+ 38  256  The brothers threaten to take Dinah away. 
21 Gen 34,18 8=17 36  264  Hamor and Shechem agree to the request.  
22 Gen 34,19 14+ 49  278  They convince their fellow townsmen that 
23 Gen 34,20 12=26 44  290  Dinah’s brothers will accept the invitation  
24 Gen 34,21 23+ 93  313  to settle on their land, provided that the 
25 Gen 34,22 17+ 62  330  townsmen acceed to their request that 
26 Gen 34,23 12=52(2x26) 47  342  all the males should be circumcised. 
27 Gen 34,24 17 57  359/274  All the males are duely circumcised. 
28 Gen 34,25 22 88  381  § 3 A massacre and plundering in the city 
29 Gen 34,26 14+ 49  395  Simeon and Levi massacre all the males 
30 Gen 34,27 10+ 39  405  and take Dinah back. The other brothers   
31 Gen 34,28 13+ 46  418  plunder the city and seize everything. 
32 Gen 34,29 14+ 45  432  Jacob reproves Simeon and Levi for their 
33 Gen 34,30 22+ 99  454  action, which makes him odious to the 
34 Gen 34,31 5=78(3x26) 24  459/100 P Shechemites, but they justify their action. 
34 33,18-34,31 459(27x17) 1718 0 459(27x17)   
Observation 12  Section VI, the story of Dinah’s rape, is finalized and sealed as a distinct literary unit by 
its 34 (2x17) verses and its 459 (27x17) words. This means that, in terms of both the verses and the words, the 
text in its entirety is governed by the divine name number 17. Moreover, 27 of the 34 individual verses (79%) 
and 353 of their 459 words (77%) are governed by 17 and 26.  
There is no evidence in the text that God condones the event, neither is there any mention of God’s name. 
However, his presence in the events is strongly expressed through the divine name numbers. 
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Observation 13  There is nothing spectacular in the total number of words in the speeches and 
the narrative. Most interestingly, however, in their negotiations Hamor and Shechem on the one 
side, and Dinah’s brothers on the other, use exactly the same amount of words: 49 (7x7).  
In the address to their fellow townsmen Hamor and Shechem use 52 (2x26) words. 
In vs 13-23, the answer of the brothers, the request of Hamor and Shechem to their fellow 
townsmen and the circumcision of the males, respectively 17 and 34 (2x17) and 17 words are used in 
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Section VII 35,1-29 Jacob revisits Bethel; the death of Rachel and Isaac 
Vss Texts Words Letters  Sum words P/S VII Bethel revisited: Rachel & Isaac die 
1 Gen 35,1 20 70  20  §1 God speaks to Jacob in Bethel 
2 Gen 35,2 17+ 68  37  As a result of the divine command given to 
3 Gen 35,3 17=34(2x17) 65  54  Jacob to go to Bethel and dwell there, he  
4 Gen 35,4 21+ 76  75  summons his household to put away the  
5 Gen 35,5 13+ 53  88  foreign gods that are among them and to 
6 Gen 35,6 14+ 46  102  purify themselves for the journey to Bethel, 
7 Gen 35,7 16+ 58  118  where Jacob will make an altar for the God  
8 Gen 35,8 14=78(3x26) 56  132(12x11) P who has been with him all the time. 
9 Gen 35,9 10 37  142  §2 God gives his blessing to Jacob  
10 Gen 35,10 19 66  161   
11 Gen 35,11 16 61  177   
12 Gen 35,12 13 53  190   
13 Gen 35,13 7+ 28  197  God goes away from the spot at which he has 
14 Gen 35,14 15+ 55  212  spoken with Jacob. Thereupon Jacob sets up 
15 Gen 35,15 12=34 39  224/92  a stele of stone to mark this ‘House of God’. 
16 Gen 35,16 13+ 51  237  §3 The birth of Benjamin and Rachel’s death 
17 Gen 35,17 13=26 45  250  On the journey from Bethel, Rachel is in 
18 Gen 35,18 13 47  263  childbirth and has hard labour. 
19 Gen 35,19 8+ 30  271  Rachel dies and is buried on the road to 
20 Gen 35,20 11+ 39  282  Ephrath, where Jacob erects a monument. 
21 Gen 35,21 7=26 29  289   
22a Gen 35,22a 14+ 60  303/79 P  
22b Gen 35,22b   5+ 19  308  §4 Jacob’s children and Isaac’s death  
23 Gen 35,23 10+ 47  318  The entire passage dealing with the birth of  
24 Gen 35,24 4+ 16  322  Jacob’s 12 sons in relation to their mothers 
25 Gen 35,25 6+ 23  328  is highlighted by its 68 (4x17)words. 
26 Gen 35,26 14+ 46  342  This highlighting also applies to v 27, in which 
27 Gen 35,27 15=68 56  357  it is said that Jacob came to Mamre, where 
28 Gen 35,28 7 27  364  Abraham and Isaac had sojourned. 
29 Gen 35,29 14 56  378/75 P Computer count: 29, 364 and 371 verses, 
30 35,1-29 378 1422 0 378  MT: 30, 365 and 372 due to 35,22a and 22b   
365 25,19-35,29 4942 18545 28x 4942  taken as separate verses. See Observation 4  
372 25,12-35,29 5016 18852 28x 5016  in the Introduction to the Project. 
Observation 14  Section VII of the Toledoth of Isaac  (35,1-29) deals with God’s blessing of Jacob, 
the birth of Jacob’s 12th son Benjamin, the death of his favourite wife Rachel and the death of his 
father Isaac. The 12 sons are specifically mentioned in relation to their mothers (vs 22b-26).  
In terms of verses and words in Section VII, 21 of the 29 verses (72%) and 266 of the 378 words (70%) 
are governed by the divine name numbers 17 and 26.  
The name of the main character Jacob occurs no less than 17x (marked in the Hebrew text below). 
Note that it is also said of Jacob that he lived 17 years in the land of Egypt and that the years of his 
life were 147 (47,28, which is made up of 17 words). To crown it all, his favourite son Joseph was 17 
years old when he was shepherding the flock of the family with his brothers (37,2). The symbolic 
significance of this is that the two men lived their lives entirely in the presence of God. 
For an explanation of the lifetimes of the Patriarchs, see Observation 14 below. 
The Toledoth of Isaac as a whole (25,19-35,29) is made up in MT of 365 verses, woven together by a 
string of 28 (4x7) occurrences of the name YHWH. Moreover, until this point in the book, the divine 
name occurs 153x (9x17), the last instance being in 32,10.  
25 
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Observation 15 The 132 words in vs 1-8, which is a multiple of the number of fulfilment (12x11), 
may have been chosen consciously to express the fulfilment of God’s command to settle in Bethel.  
The 34 (2x17) words of Jacob’s address to his household in vs 2-3 are meticulously divided into 8 in 
the introduction and 26 in the speech, highlighting his words through both 17 and 26. 
The narrative in vs 4-8 relating how Jacob’s order was executed and that he arrived in Canaan, where 
he hid the foreign gods and the earrings under an oak, consists of 78 (3x26) words. 
The divine oracle in vs 11-12 is made up of 26 words, precisely as the oracle in 46,3-4! 
In vs 13-15, the scene in which Jacob sets up a pillar to mark Bethel as the place where God has 
spoken to him, is made up of 34 (2x17) words.  
Observation 16 As I have explained elsewhere, the lifespans of the three Patriarchs Abraham 
Isaac and Jacob are derived from the divine name number 17 computed in the following way: 
 Abraham’s  lifespan 175 = 7 x 5x5  derived from  17 = 7 + 5+5 
 Isaac’s lifespan  180 = 5 x 6x6  derived from 17 = 5 + 6+6 
 Jacob’s lifespan  147 = 3 x 7x7  derived from 17 = 3 + 7+7. 
Note the striking hierarchical descending and ascending sequence!  
Joseph’s lifespan is 110 = 1 x 52 + 62 + 72 regarded by the Egyptians as the ideal lifetime. 
In my analysis of the Epilogue, 50,22-26, I shall return to the lifespan of Joseph. 
the lifespan of the matriarch Sarah, 127 years, can best be explained, in my opinion, as deliberately 
calculated in order to achieve  629, a multiple of 17, for her lifespan together with those of her 
husband, her son, and her grandson: 175 + 180 + 147 + 127 = 629 (37x17).  
See my contribution “The Literary and Theological Function of Divine Speech in the Pentateuch” in: 
J.A. Emerton (ed), Congress Volume Salamanca 1983 (SVT 36), Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1985, pp 154-173, 
and my article “The Lifespans of the Patriarchs” in: A.S. van der Woude (ed), New Avenues in the 
Study of the Old Testament (OTS 21), E.J. Brill: Leiden etc, 1989, pp 121-127, as well as my book 
Numerical Secrets of the Bible, BIBAL Press: North Richlands Hills, Texas, 2000, pp 98-103, which is 
also available on my website: http://www.labuschagne.nl/z%26oz/book.htm.  
In these publications I referred to earlier articles of scholars who have written on the subject: Nahum 
Sarna, Stanley Gevirtz, James G. Williams, and Duane L. Christensen. 
Remarably enough, in The New International Commentary on the Old Testament (1995), Victor P. 
Hamilton duely mentions and discusses the hierarchical arrangement of the three lifespans, but does 
not refer to my proposal that they derive from the divine name number 17. See The Book of Genesis 
Chapters 18-50, pp 709ff. 
 
